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Emerald TC Named SWK Partner of the Year
for the Twelve Months Ended June 30, 2011
Atlanta, GA – August 14, 2011 – Emerald TC, a Sage North America business partner specializing in the
sales, installation, and support of Sage ERP X3, MAS 90, MAS 200, MAS 500, Sage Abra HRMS, Sage FAS,
and Sage CRM, is pleased to announce that we have been named SWK Technologies Inc. Partner of the
Year, for closing the most sales of their MAPADOC EDI solution.
MAPADOC by SWK Technologies, Inc. is a fully integrated, easy-to-use electronic data interchange (EDI)
solution which works seamlessly with Sage ERP MAS 90, MAS 200, MAS 500 and X3. It dramatically cuts
data entry time and costs by eliminating duplicate entries, improves communication with vendors, and
reduces mapping time by over 75%, allowing end-users to quickly and easily create their own maps for
integrated documents.
"The pre-sales support that I always receive to ensure that we have a great solution for our clients is
fantastic," stated Cherry Williamson, Principal at Emerald TC. "The implementation team at SWK is
amazing, and they really understand our methodology, truly providing our clients with a complete end-toend solution.”
“Cherry and her team are a pleasure to work with,” stated Jeffrey D. Roth, SWK’s Chief Executive Officer.
“The professionals at Emerald TC are adept at spotting EDI opportunities for us and together, through a
survey and complete needs analysis, we provide their customers with a seamless, integrated solution that
they are thrilled with!”
About Emerald TC
Emerald TC specializes in helping mid-market, multi-location companies transform their processes and
thereby increase productivity, growth and profitability. Our focus is within the process manufacturing,
distribution, and healthcare/financial sectors. Emerald TC helps your company choose and implement a
technology solution that will allow you to easily and seamlessly share information across the office, the
enterprise - or the globe. Our solutions are multi-faceted. Our process is simple. And the results are
truly dazzling!
For more information visit us on the web at www.EmeraldTC.com, via e-mail at
info@emeraldtc.com or by phone at (678) 456-6919.
About SWK Technologies, Inc.
SWK Technologies, Inc. is an IT consulting company providing strategies and solutions to meet its clients’
information and business management needs. As a Sage Software Authorized Business Partner, Sage
Gold Development Partner and Authorized Training Center, SWK offers best--‐of--‐breed solutions for
accounting and business management, financial reporting, CRM, job costing systems and warehouse
management. Specializing in collaborative commerce – the communication and cooperation between
suppliers and customers – SWK developed MAPADOC EDI, a solution that integrates seamlessly with the
business management solutions it sells and supports.
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